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Abstract—Blockchain has become novel solutions for many
traditional issues in computer science and finance. Recently,
with the release of Libra blockchain from Facebook, the de-
centralized finance concepts have another huge development.
However, there are already many different blockchain systems
existing now and the development of blockchain systems have
become more and more complicated since each kind of blockchain
development environment will consume time to be built. To make
the programming on different blockchain systems more easily,
we propose a novel cloud-based solution, namely ChainIDE,
for the development of blockchain-based smart contracts on
multiple kinds of blockchain systems. With chainIDE, cross-chain
developing of smart contracts on different blockchain systems
can be easily done without any time consumed by building the
environment. Based on the operation statistics in this paper, we
served more than 310,000 compilations in the past 30 days which
makes us the most popular cloud-based cross-chain development
platform in the world.

Index Terms—Blockchain, Smart Contract, Cross-chain Plat-
form, Libra, Cloud IDE

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the first blockchain system, Bitcoin [1], was proposed

nearly one decade ago, a huge number of novel properties

and concepts were proposed such as decentralization that

re-addressed some of the traditional problems such as ac-

cessibility and trustworthiness. The decentralized topology

could ensure that no single entity controls the network; open

access, which allows anybody with an internet connection to

participate; and security through cryptography, which protects

the integrity.

Fig. 1. A smart contract can be easily realized based on blockchain systems
such as Ethereum.

Nowadays, many decentralized applications and systems

such as cryptocurrencies [2], decentralized games [3], and

1Wei Cai is the corresponding author.

smart contracts [4] are implemented based on the new prop-

erties and concepts brought by blockchain. For instance, a

blockchain-based smart contract is a cryptographic box which

stores information, processes inputs, writes outputs and is only

accessible to the outside if certain predefined conditions are

met. For instance, as shown in Fig. 1, the smart contracts can

be realized by inserting code comprising a Turing complete

set of operations that will be executed by the Ethereum [5]

network once a smart contract is called. Such a computation

results in several outcomes: alteration in the state of the smart

contract, returning a result and transferring monetary value.

There are many blockchain systems today but the com-

plexity of developing on blockchain systems is also rapidly

increasing. For instance, before programming on the Libra

blockchain [6], the setting up process is slow as users must

first setup and build the environment which will consume more

than one hour and Windows system is not supported. For

the other blockchain systems, the downloading and building

processes are all different from each other which will make

the developing of cross-chain very costly.

In this paper, our contribution is to develop a cloud-based

solution for developing on multiple blockchain systems by

avoiding downloading, setting up, and building process. The

current version of our system, named chainIDE, supports

direct cloud-based coding on six popular blockchain systems

including Ethereum [5], Libra [6], Cocos [7], IOST [8],

Nervos [9], and Ultrain [10]. We propose a cloud-based

solution for the programming of smart contracts for the needs

of the cross-chain development. With a brief example, we

prove that our solution can significantly reduce the cost of

building the development environments for smart contracts

which also makes us one of the most frequently used cross-

chain development platform in the world.

We present the system architecture of chainIDE in Section

2, evaluation on saved time in Section 3, operation statistic

analysis in Section 4, and conclusion in Section 5.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

According to our knowledge, our platform is the first in

the world that can support online cross-chain programming

with a cloud-based approach to realize. In this section, the

architecture of our platform will be illustrated. A brief demo

of how the code is also presented in this section.
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Fig. 2. The improvement of chainIDE: (a) current development on blockchain system requires complicated install, setup, and configure process on every
blockchain system on every device; (b) chainIDE can support unlimited extension of blockchain system but users just need an Internet browser to develop.

An overview of the system architecture is shown in Fig. 2.

The main function we realized now is to provide a cloud-based

developing platform for the developing of several famous

blockchain systems including Ethereum, Libra, Cocos, IOST,

Nervos, and Ultrain. ChainIDE is built as a cloud-based

solution that provides the development environment as a web-

based interface for the blockchain developers, which in turn

interacts with the blockchain. Based on the user’s viewpoint,

ChainIDE provides a graphical user interface with also the

tutorial and help documents for the blockchain developers

which can directly interact with the blockchain systems. Other

than the uniformed graphical interface and pre-installed com-

pilation environment for many famous blockchain systems, we

also deployed the cache mechanism for the developers such

that the uncompiled code will be saved in case the Internet

browser was closed. Also, Cloudflare is deployed to accelerate

the compiling process for special network environments. Thus,

as shown in Fig. 2, with such cloud-based approach, users

can program on any digital devices without any preparation

of the develop environments as long as they have the Internet

connection and the Internet browser that supports Java Script.

Our platform also serves the most quantity of the compila-

tions of the new released Libra blockchain system. Along with

the release of the Libra, a brand new programming language

dedicated to the Libra blockchain system called ’Move’ is

also released by Facebook [11]. According to [11], ’Move’ is

the smart contract platform language mainly designed to (1)

issue cryptocurrencies, tokens, and digital assets; (2) handling

blockchain-based transactions; (3) managing validators.

On our platform, Move language is well adopted and

supported. As shown in TABLE I, there are more than 120k

compilations on Libra through our platform in the past 30

days. We also give a brief example of the Move programming

language compiled on Libra blockchain as shown in Fig. 3.

The small program is used to check the target address balance.

In line 4 of Fig. 3, the variable record\_balance is set

as u64 type. Then, the LibraAccount is used to get the

balance of the target address targetAddr. In line 6, the

error code 18 will be returned once the assert operation

fails with the condition of record_balance > 1.

Fig. 3. A demo code with Move language of Libra [6] on chainIDE.

III. EVALUATIONS

As pointed in Section I, there are many practical obstacles

for slowing down the developing on blockchain systems since

the downloading and the configuration will cost time. In this

section, we measure the time cost by the necessary steps

before one user could start developing with the examples on

the Libra blockchain. Firstly, as shown in Fig. 4, there are

mainly two necessary steps for a user before he could start

the programming on Libra blockchain. Same with any other

blockchain systems, there are instructions from Libra that can

help users easily perform the necessary steps to download,

setup and build the development environment for Libra.

Fig. 4. Two steps before programming on blockchain.

Practically speaking, these two steps will still consume

time and a brief comparison is given in Fig. 5. Although

the download time is based on the network condition, the

users in China will have a special network environment which

makes the download time extremely long (around one hour)

compared with the users in USA or France. We also give

the time consumed by the setup and build steps on three

different machines including AWS ec-2 medium [12], AWS
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ec-2 small, and a Mac Pro PC as shown in Fig. 5 (b). The

fastest machine in our test will consume 45 minutes to setup

and build the environment for only Libra blockchain. However,

with using the chainIDE with an Internet browser, there is no

preparation before programming on Libra blockchain and the

time consumed by making the developing environment will be

zero minutes. Moreover, considering some use cases that the

users need to develop on multiple blockchain systems or to

develop on different devices, using cloud-based chainIDE will

help to save more time consumed by setting up and building.

Fig. 5. Time consumed for the necessary steps before users can start
programming on blockchain.

IV. OPERATION STATISTICS

Currently, there are a huge number of developers on our

platforms from academics and industrial. In the past 30 days,

there are totally 310,212 smart contracts compiled on the

chainIDE. Based on the statistical results, currently, we are

the most popular developing IDE for blockchain systems such

as Libra and IOST. The category distribution of the 310k

compiled smart contracts is given in Fig. 6. Libra is the most

popular and mostly used blockchain systems for deploying

smart contracts. Particularly, there are 120,362 smart con-
tracts compiled on Libra blockchain in the past 30 days

through the chainIDE.

Fig. 6. The distribution of the compilations through chainIDE on different
blockchain systems.

We also list the category distribution of smart contracts com-

piled on the chainIDE in TABLE I. According to our statistical

analysis, there are more than 282k compilations (more than

91%) are based on the tutorial codes of smart contracts which

means there are many beginners to program on smart contracts.

Then, for the other categories, the most popular smart contracts

are used for the Decentralized games (Dapp games). There

are more than 18.9k compilations (more than 6%) for Dapp

games which means the Dapp games are very popular today.

This is due to the decentralized topology of blockchain system

that could help to avoid the gaming rules manipulated by

the big game companies and the cheating [13]. For the other

TABLE I
LIBRA COMPILING DISTRIBUTIONS OF SMART CONTRACTS.

Category Smart Contract Tutorial Dapp Games Others
Quantity 310,212 282,293 18,924 8,995

Ratio 100% 91.0% 6.1% 2.9%

categories, the Decentralized Finance (De.Fi) [14] is also a

popular kind of smart contracts for financial use and the is

seen as one of the next generation financial services. This is

also the most popular smart contract on Libra blockchain for

the online decentralized digital banking.

V. FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION

Blockchain systems have become a powerful tool to change

the existing solutions in computer science and financial do-

main. However, how to efficiently develop on blockchain

became an urgent issue since there are too many blockchain

systems in the world now and the developing environment is

becoming more and more complicated to build. Also, there

are various kinds of programming languages for blockchain

systems that are not friendly for beginners. Thus, we presented

chainIDE that can make the developing on blockchain systems

easily done with ultra-efficiency.

We believe with the future deployment, there will be more

blockchain systems supported by chainIDE and the developing

on chainIDE will be more and more friendly for everyone.

Meanwhile, we can also collect the tutorial documents and

code demos to further help the blockchain developers.
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